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Summarising crucial developments
in insurance regulation, legislation,
supervision and premium taxation
Axco Regulatory Alerts deliver monthly email updates
on recent and proposed developments in regulation,
legislation, supervision and premium taxation in over 170
territories across the globe. Written and verified by Axco’s
specialist consultant writers and in-house team of research
analysts, the alerts draw on the most recent Insurance
Market Report republications and updates, summarising
changes and proposed changes in insurance compliance.
Regulatory Alerts are designed to provide Axco subscribers
with timely and reliable updates on developments in global
compliance with the utmost convenience. All Regulatory
Alerts subscribers also have access to an online archive
containing historical alerts dating back to 2005. The service
includes information on both non-life and life and benefits
markets and covers all territories included in Axco’s
Insurance Market Reports.

Key Benefits

1. Deliver monthly updates
directly to subscribers and
provide access to Axco’s
online archive of alerts
2. Keep subscribers up to date
with crucial developments
in compliance, regulation,
taxation and legislation
3. Cover both non-life and life
markets for over 170 territories
“Regulatory Alerts form a useful
addition to any Axco subscription and
help to build a comprehensive picture
of insurance compliance conditions
across the globe.”
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Monthly email alerts
Regulatory Alerts are delivered on a monthly basis
through an email service which alerts subscribers
to the territories that have been updated. Users can
follow a link to access the information online, where
an overview of all updates for the current month is
presented by territory and topic.
Subscribers can easily switch between non-life and
life and benefits market sectors, and alerts can be
viewed by territory or by month of occurrence, as
users can select to view all key global regulatory
developments dating back to January 2005.
All alerts are presented in a consistent format and
categorised under key topic headings, including:
Legislation
Regulation

Reliable compliance information on a
global scale
Axco’s specialist consultant writers and dedicated
in-house team of research analysts report, verify
and summarise market intelligence to ensure that
Regulatory Alerts provide a comprehensive and
up-to-date reference point for actual and projected
changes in global insurance compliance on a
monthly basis.
Regulatory Alerts draw on the most recent
Insurance Market Report republications and
updates, which cover over 170 territories. The alerts
also report on changes effected by supranational
bodies such as the European Union (EU) and
Conference Interafricaine des Marches d’Assurances
(CIMA), and developments in international life
territories and the London and Bermudian markets.

Supervision
Taxation
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs)
Court Rulings
Natural Catastrophes
Risk Modelling
Social Security
Pensions
Healthcare

Access to the Axco Regulatory Alerts
archive
Subscriptions to Regulatory Alerts also include
access to Axco’s online archive of alerts, which
dates back to 2005 for most territories. Using the
archive, subscribers can quickly and easily view the
key regulatory, legislative, supervisory, and taxation
developments that have occurred in any given
market in preceding years.
A list of the most recently updated territories is
presented alongside the archived information and
subscribers can also follow a link to the full Axco
Insurance Market Report for a more comprehensive
market overview.

Time-saving efficiencies
Regulatory Alerts subscribers receive the most
convenient, accurate and comprehensive updates
available on major developments in insurance
compliance across the globe.
Direct access to regularly updated information on
legislation, regulation, supervision and taxation
worldwide saves time and resources and also
helps to keep insurance professionals up to date
with developments in those markets in which they
already operate or are looking to do business.
Features of Axco Regulatory Alerts
Monthly email updates
View alerts by territory or month of occurrence
Follow a link to the full Axco Insurance Market Report
for a more comprehensive market overview

Axco does not undertake to include all international compliance
developments as they occur.
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